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Abstract

Techniques arc presented for the routing of RF and microwave circuits. In this approach,
sensitivities of performance with respect to parasitica are calculated and a set of bounds on
critical parasitics is derived. Sensitivities are used to generate weights for a cost function which
drives an area router. The routing scheme consists of two distinct phases, detailed routing and
refinement. First, connectivity and a subset of all parasitic constraints is implemented by a maze
router based on the A* algorithm. Then an expansion step is applied to all nets simultaneously
to enforce all remaining constraints. Finally, a global check on all layout parasitics is performed.
If violations are found, a new set of weights based on sensitivities and on the severity of each
violation is recalculated and the routing is repeated. Results show the suitability of the approach
and its effectiveness on benchmark examples.
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1 Introduction

Great effort has been devoted over the years to create general purpose CAD tools for schematic

design and optimization of RF and microwave circuits, among others [1, 2]. Considerable attention
has also been devoted to parasitic extraction and modeling of interconnections in various technolo

gies. In particular, stripline realizations of interconnect have been extensively studied for different

technologies [3, 4, 5].
Layout synthesis has not received comparable attention in the literature due to the inherent com

plexity of the problem and to the lack of designs whose size could justify a CAD based approach.

More recently however, the increasing complexity of monolithic RF and microwave integrated circuits

(MMIC) suggests that an automated approach to the physical synthesis is preferable for efficiency,
reliability and yield considerations. The main difficulty in designing a CAD tool for automated rout

ing of microwave circuits is the distributed nature of the parasitics introduced by the various layout

components. Hence, compact models for accurately characterizing parasitic effects on performance

are hard to generate, thus making the design of specifications-driven algorithms a difficult task.

LINMIC [6], a knowledge-based interactive layout tool, was aimed at designers with minimum
expertise by providing aids for the layout synthesis of MMICs at relatively low frequencies. Later,

in [1] a CAD framework was proposed based on explicit 3-D simulation of all geometrical structures
as a way of interactively achieve a satisfactory layout. A fundamental limitation of these approaches

however, is that no explicit reference to performance is done during the physical design phase. Thus

the effectiveness of the tools in obtaining high-performance layouts is strongly limited.

Other semi-automated topology-driven approaches to the routing of MMICs have also been

proposed [7, 8]. These systems include template-based routines for the abutment of pre-defined
cells implementing devices as well as interconnect. The knowledge of the relative position of all

cells provides the starting point, of the layout realization, thus strongly limiting the flexibility of the

approach and its applicability to complex designs. In addition, due to the inherent requirements

of the tools, the synthesis process often results in a large number of time-consuming iterations
necessary to obtain a circuit which guarantees performance.

We propose a constraint-based approach to the routing of MMICs. The flow diagram of the

approach is shown in Figure 1. Firstly, a constraint generator maps high-frequency performance

specifications onto a set of bounds on all classes of distributed parasitic components of interconnec

tions and devices. Using sensitivity analysis in combination with constrained optimization, bounds

are calculated on parasitics so as to insure maximum flexibility in the physical realization of the

layout [9]. Then, Sensitivities, in combination with performance specifications, are used to calculate
a set of weights for the area router. The role of the weights is to control a cost function which

penalizes those realizations with highly critical parasitics.

However, not all constraints can be effectively enforced by the area router. Equality constraints
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Figure 1: Flow diagram of the tool.

are generally absent at low frequencies, however in microwave circuits they play an essential role.

For example the length of interconnection lines often need be enforced to a precise value since

the functionality of the circuit is often based on the delay of signals and their reflections. Equality

constraints are generally implemented in a cost function as a notch centered at the desired constraint

value. However, a notch in the cost function of an area router can result in two major drawbacks.

Due to its steepness a notch masks the cost function from other components everywhere except

in the neighborhood of the notch center. As a result the quality of the solution chosen by the

algorithm can be low since the remaining constraints have not been satisfied. Secondly, due to the

local nature of the interconnect length estimator of the router, the algorithm tends to oscillate in the

neighborhood of an obstacle. Hence, the router can yield highly convoluted interconnect realizations

which often result in severe performance degradations.

A solution to these problems is to follow the routing or constructive phase, by a further step

or refinement. The refinement is based on a progressive expansion of all nets simultaneously. All

equality constraints are gradually enforced on all nets while no new violations arc created on the

remaining constraints. This is accomplished by defining a feasibility area within which the net

expansion is allowed. The feasibility area is constantly updated after each expansion to insure

that no additional violations are introduced. If infeasibility is detected a new set of weights is

generated and the cycle is repeated. At the completion of the layout, the entire circuit is checked

against constraint violations so as to verify that all performance specifications are met. Parasitics

are directly extracted from all physical geometries and estimated by means of ad hoc analytical

models based on 2-D and 3-D field analysis. In case a specification violation occurs, the parasitics

responsible for the violation are identified and a sensitivity-based scheme is used to created a new

set of weights. The cycle is then restarted. The finite step loop ends when all specifications are met.
There are several advantages to our approach. Firstly, the constraint generation phase can be
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Figure 2: Single microstrip line over lossy substrate.

performed only once for each circuit, given a particular technology. Routing can be performed with

a different cost weighting scheme to obtain higher compactness or higher performance. Further

more, the constructive phase of the routing algorithm insures that a feasible layout is reached before

performing a set of adjustments required to meet the final specifications. The model of perfor

mance dependence on parasitics, in combination with analytical parasitic modeling, allows efficient

performance estimation.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the models for interconnect used in our layout

synthesis approach are presented. In Section 3 the process of generating constraints on layout

components for RF and microwave circuits is described. In Section 4 the constructive and the

refinement phases of the router are outlined and in Section 5 the practical suitability of the approach

is demonstrated through an example.

2 RF and Microwave Interconnect Modeling

Accurate interconnect modeling is a fundamental requirement of a constraint-driven approach to

the routing of RF and microwave circuits. For reasons of efficiency closed formulae and analytical

models for interconnect lines and all relevant parasitics are desirable. Since the area of application

of this work is that of MMICs, all interconnect lines are modeled as microstrip transmission lines.

Parasitic effects such as inductive and capacitivc crosstalk are modeled as coupling capacitances and

mutual inductances. Almost all models for interconnect can be represented by the two-dimensional

setting of Figure 2. The transmission line is fully described by its characteristic impedance Z0 and
loss a.

Capacitive and inductive couplings caused by other lines can be easily included in the model as
discrete passive components calculated by numerical 2-D field solvers. When coupling is induced by
three-dimensional structures, complete 3-D solutions can be used. Using such methods it is possible
to obtain correction terms AZ0 and Aq as a function of the geometries involved.

Discontinuities are modeled using discrete components, while radiation and surface-wave prop
agation effects have been neglected due to the the relative small circuit size if compared with the

signal wavelengths. Substrate-dependent losses have been taken into account in the full model.
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Figure 3: Coupled microstrip lines.

2.1 Modeling Single Interconnect Lines

Contrary to simple striplines, microstrip lines are inhomogeneous transmission lines since the field
between strip and ground plane is not entirely included in the substrate. Therefore the dominant

mode of propagation is not purely transverse electromagnetic (TEM) but quasi-TEM.

As a consequence the effective dielectric constant er of the transmission medium is lower that

the substrate dielectric constants €\, €2 . Closed forms for characteristic impedance Z0 and effective
dielectric constant cr have been derived using a number of static techniques, as reviewed in [10, 11].
Statically derived formulae are quite accurate at frequency below a few gigaherz. High accuracy can

be obtained at higher frequencies using adequate frequency-dependent correction factors. Appendix
A gives a summary of the formulae used by the router for the initial sizing of all interconnect
dimensions.

Power losses in microstrip lines are related to the the following causes: conductor losses, dissi

pations in the substrate, radiation and surface-wave propagation. At the frequency of interest (f <

40 GHz) and for the materials used in our implementations, radiation and surface-wave propagation
effects have been neglected [12]. However surface-wave propagation could be easily be modeled using
the closed forms reported in [13]. Closed form expressions for conductor losses ac and a<* substrate
losses exist for microstrip lines and arc reported by a number of authors [10, 11]. A summary of the
formulae used in our approach for estimating the loss of microstrip lines is in Appendix A.

2.2 Modeling Coupled Microstrip Lines

Coupled microstrip lines are used in a variety of applications, namely directional couplers, filters

and impedance matching networks [14]. From elemental symmetric coupler analysis, it is known

that even and odd modes of propagation can be described by the odd and even mode characteristic

impedances Z00 and Ze0. Even and odd characteristic impedances are obtained from the following
equalities

^oc —
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Figure 4: Typical Discontinuities in RF and microwave circuits.

where Ce(C0) and Le(L0) are the even (odd) capacitances and self inductances of the lines, €e//_e
(fe//_e) is the even (odd) permittivity of the substrate and c is the wave velocity in empty space.
Semi-empirical expressions for Ce and C0 are given in Appendix A. Alternatively, analytical ex

pressions for crosscoupling and substrate capacitances can also be obtained. In our implementation

these expressions have been preferred for their simplicity and relatively high accuracy (See Appendix
A).

2.3 Modeling Microstrip Discontinuities

The following discontinuities are generally present in microwave circuits: (a) open circuits, (b) short
circuits, (c) right-angled jogs or bends, (d) gaps, (e) steps, (f) transverse slits, (g) T-junctions, and
(h) cross-junctions. For the purposes of this work we consider open, short circuits and bends, while
T-junctions can be easily included in the analysis. The remaining discontinuities are not of concern
during the routing phase.

Discontinuities can be modeled with an equivalent circuit of discrete components (Figure 4).
These models can be used to generate constraints on the physical dimensions of the discontinuity.
Notice that configurations (a) and (b) can be also represented as transmission lines with length
augmented by a factor (a,6). Appendix B summarizes the parameters as implemented in the cost
function of the router.

2.4 Modeling 3-D Discontinuities

The presence of 3-D objects in the neighborhood of an interconnect line causes inductive and/or
capacitive coupling. The patterns of the field lines are generally very complex, and can be accurately
simulated through 3-D numerical analysis. Analytical models have been derived from the simulation

data basedon the knowledge of the physics underlying the effect as in [15]. A 3-D field solver has been
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Figure 5: Specification of a RF and microwave circuit.

used to perform extensive simulations of 3-D structures frequently encountered in layout synthesis.

Analytical models have been created based on these data by fitting a polynomial function onto them.

Appendix C summarizes the models used in our approach.

3 Constraint Generation

Parasitic Constraints

Due to the distributed nature of parasitics in microwavecircuits, the constraint generation techniques
outlined in [9] are not applicable directly. Furthermore, because of the more complex nature of

performance, a new definition of specification is needed. For a given a performance W^ let us define

performance specification the set of inequalities which determine lower- and upper-bounds for W{

and the range of frequencies for which they are valid. For example, consider the input reflection

coefficient Sn illustrated in Figure 5. The solid line represents the actual value of Su obtained from

the complete layout after extraction and the dotted lines are the frequency dependent specifications

to performance 5n explicitly expressed by Equation (1).

IM < \Sn | < K/o| , LL0 </.Su< /U0 , for f0 - A/0 < / < f0 + A/0
l^il < \Sn\< \lh\ , *ln< *Sn < LUX , for h - Afi < f < fi+Afr

M < |5n | < |C/„| , LLn < ISXX < W„ , for /„ - A/„ < / < /„ + A/„ .

In general, for a set of performances {Wi}, i = 1,..., Nw and a set of parasitics {pj}, j = 1,..., iVp,
parasitic constraint generation'is defined as the process of creating a inequality constraint on a subset

of {pj}:

^, (bound)
Pj < Pj \

to guarantee the fulfillment of all performance constraints in the entire frequency range.

AWi(f) < AWi{f) , Vt=l)...,^,V/€[/m,n,/mar] ,
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Figure 6: Interconnect model for sensitivity calculation and objective of constrained optimization.

where AWi(f) represents the total and AWi(f) the maximum allowed degradation of performance

W{ with respect to all parasitics within the entire range of operation. Parasitics such as cross-

couplings, characteristic impedance deviation, losses and microstrip line length tolerances are con

strained in this fashion. Also constraints on parasitics related to short and open microtrip termina

tions can be derived from the above constraints as described in Section 2.

Assuming that performance is linear near its nominal value at all frequencies, it can be rep

resented as a linear combination of its sensitivity with respect to all distributed parasitics at all

frequencies. Since parasitics can contribute constructively as well as destructively to performance,

positive and negative sensitivities must be considered separately for constraint computation. Using

the notation of [9], positive and negative components of the performance degradation AWf and
AWf with respect to all parasitics belonging to the set {pj} is, in first approximation

AWtUf = £ 5J(/)+ Vi , AWiU)- = £ Sj(/)- Pi (2)

Technology-related process variations can be taken into account by simply replacing nominal values

of sensitivities with worst-case values as suggested in [9] or by finding bounds on parasitic and device
mismatches as proposed in [16].

The bounds on the distributed parasitics are calculated by using constrained optimization, the

objective being the maximization of the flexibility of the layout generation process. To insure that all

relevant parasitics are considered during the optimization, each interconnect line to be implemented

in the circuit is modeled as a microstrip line with inductive and capacitive coupling with all the
other nets. Figure 6(a) shows a pair of interconnect lines and devices and the corresponding model.

The objective function of the optimizer is a polynomial of second order monotonic in the range from

zero to one as shown in Figure 6(b). Bounds on critical parasitics are made as large as possible,
while at the same time tightening unnecessarily loose bounds on uncritical parasitics.

The circuit schematic is augmented using this model and the sensitivities of performance with

respect to all parasitic components are computed using Senscalc-MW and the simulator Mns

[7] . Using the knowledge of the range within the parasitic can vary, all parasitics, whose cumula-
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Figure 7: Interconnect model for microstripline with multiple bends.

tive contribution to performance degradation is negligible are discarded. Hence bounds on critical
parasitics are computed using the program Parcar [9].

Constraints on Interconnect Length

RF and microwave circuits rely for functionality on transmission lines with a specific length. However
tolerances from the nominal value of the length are possible. Hence the length lj of microstrip line
j is constrained by three equations

Aij <AL+ ,
A*" < ALJ ,

where Lj is the nominal length and ALj'~ are maximum allowed positive and negative deviations
from nominal. While Lj is determined by design, constraints ALj~ must be computed numerically.
Using Mns the sensitivity of each performance with respect to length variations can be quantified,
thus, using constrained optimization, constraints on the tolerances are calculated.

Constraints on Interconnect Realization

Parasitics involving the detailed realization of interconnect such as bends, gaps and steps need be
considered in a somewhat different way. A bended interconnect realization is shown in Figure 7,

where the bends have been replaced with the appropriate models of Section 2. Consider the problem
of finding a constraint on the number of bends in the microstrip line. Suppose the microstrip

line is partitioned into N segments of length L/N each, where L is the nominal length of the
microstrip. Let us model JV - 1 bends as in Figure 7. Due to the repetitive character of the model,

performance sensitivities with respect to the discrete components S^,c ofeach bend are necessarily
equal. Therefore the cumulative effect of N bends on performance W is

N-l

&w = £(^i +Sg.Cb) = (* - V{SYxLi + S%C0)
1=1

Consequently only one (Xi,Co) pair need be considered during the optimization. After the opti
mization two scenarios are possible:
(a) parasitics are not critical and therefore they have been eliminated. In this case, given the
maximum and minimum values for Co and L\, N^ound^ can be computed as following

N(bound) _ ! + mi„{[cJmaX)/^m'n)J» L£imaa°/MTmn)J}
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Note that if C0m = 0 and Li —0, the constraint on N is oo, thus it can be neglected,
(b) parasitics are critical and bounded. In this case j\r(&ound) can be obtained by replacing the
maximum value of Co and L\ with its bound.

N(bound) = j+minUCtf™"**/<$"*% L46ound)/Mm,n)J}

Violations to this constraints are included in the cost function of the router and are checked during

the refinement phase.

4 Routing

Equality constraints cannot be handled efficiently by a maze router via a cost function, due to the

instability they induce in the algorithm [17, Chp.3]. Consequently, two phases must be implemented.
During the first phase, called constructive phase, all inequality constraints, i.e. constraints related

to interconnect parasitics, are enforced. The second phase or refinement, enforces all equality

constraints while no new parasitic violations are introduced. Both phases have been implemented

in a tool called Coral .

Constructive Phase

The first phase of the routing scheme consists of a maze router based on the A* algorithm [17,Chp.3],
[18] which uses a "depth-first" approach. The A* algorithm is based on a heuristic estimation of
the cost of a path connecting the propagation node on the grid and a terminal target. In Coral

the cost estimate is given by the Manhattan distance between the nodes. Such heuristic is always

optimistic with respect to the real path length, therefore the algorithm is admissible [17, Ch.3]. An
optimal path for a net j is defined as the path minimizing a cost function f{x).

«.)-<-) (!+*.<.)+* ™w+rof «wi+^Ewo Viol[Cjk{x)]+wfvm^i
jk

(3)
where

£(x) = estimated interconnect length of net j
Kc{x) = measure for local congestion at x
Rj(x) = integral of the estimated transmission line loss of net j at x
Cj(x) = integral of the estimated substrate capacitance of net j at x
Cjk{x) = integral of the estimated cross-capacitance between nets j and k at x
Zj(x) = local estimated deviation of characteristic impedance from nominal for net j at x
Viol[m] = m if m > 0, otherwise it is zero
R°, C° and Z° = normalization factors
wf, w?, v£k and w? = weights (see description in text)
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Figure 8: Constructive stub generation.

The algorithm minimizes the estimated interconnect length £ at each location x. At tins point the
constraint on the length £ is not enforced. All Parasitics are estimated using the approximations of
section 2.

Weights wf, wf, wfk and wf are calculated based on the relative sensitivity of performance
with respect to each parasitic element as

«- ^—-..w3 jj \AWiU)- AWiUY

where AWt-(/)+/~ represents the specification ofperformance W{ at frequency / and SJ(f)+/~ its
sensitivity with respect to parasitic j. wq is a normalization factor, such that if sensitivities are not

all zero, at least one weight is set to one and all the others are in the interval from zero to one. With

this definition the items in Equation (3) can be seen as an approximation to the actual violation of
parasitic constraints. If, at the end of the refinement phase, performance specifications are not met

the weights of parasitics responsible for the violations will be modified [19].
Interconnect length £, obtained at the end of the constructive phase cannot be further reduced

except-, in some cases, by using a reroute/rip-up scheme. Hence, the algorithm stops if loss and

substrate capacitance violations occur or if the maximum transmission line length L is reached. If

at the end of the routing all violations vanish, then it is guaranteed that net j satisfies all inequality
constraints. It is the task of the refinement phase to enforce the remaining constraints, including
the transmission line length L.

The synthesis of open circuit stubs requires generation of dummy targets to be used by the

algorithm in order to set a propagation direction. The dummy target is placed at a distance smaller

than the nominal stub length, in an area where no constraint violations occur (Figure 8 (a)). The
algorithm implements the interconnect line so as to minimize length (Figure 8 (b)). The refinement
phase will enforce the obtained length to the nominal value. The routing order of the nets is
determined automatically giving priority to the wiring of stubs and of nets on which parasitic

constraints are tightest. This is done to not compromise the ability of the router to meet all

parasitic constraints by routing first non critical nets.
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Figure 9: Feasibility polytope around a via.

Refinement Phase

This phase is responsible for the enforcement of all equality constraints while insuring that no
additional violation be introduced in the layout. Refinement is only applied to the set of all nets
for which at least a violation exists, call C such set. Consider the constraint for the transmission

line length of net j, Lj. Since previously obtained line length is guaranteed to be smaller than the
constraint, the interconnect line needs be expanded. However the expansion must occur inside a
space where no constraint violations are possible. We call this space feasibility polytope of net j,
or Tj. Tj is defined as the intersection of all two-dimensional spaces Bj(pk), for which parasitic pk
associated with net j does not exceed its predefined constraint.

Assume that each parasitic can beexpressed in form ofa nthorder polynomial ^(XjS, V), where
x is the location of a point in the interconnect and s is the position of any objects responsible for
Pk. V is the vector of all known design parameters (interconnect width, via size, etc.). Then, the
location of Bj(pkYs boundaries is the locus of all x that solve

P„(x,so,V)-p!;6'"""" = 0, (4)

for given object position sq and parameter V. As illustration consider the effect of a via structure on

the characteristic impedance of a microstrip line. Given the width of both objects, the thickness of
conductors and substrate, a model for the deviation ofmicrostrip impedance AZ0 is derived (section
2). The resulting space B(AZ0) is a two-dimensional sphere centered in so with radius d0, where do
is computed solving Equation (4) for a given constraint AZibound\ Hence any implementations of
the microstrip outside this space will satisfy the constraint, as shown in Figure 9.
Given Pj, the set of all constrained parasitics relevant to net j, Tj is computed as

*=ru^o*) •
The boundaries of polytope Tj are often a complex function of relative position and size of the
surrounding layout objects and by the constraint imposed on each parasitic pk as shown in Figure
10 (a) (dotted lines).
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Figure 10: Distributed parasitics acting on the interconnect determine the feasibility polytope.

The task of the refinement algorithm is to find a interconnect implementation which satisfies the
following requirements

1. the implementation should be within the feasibility polytope
2. the number of bends should be within constraint JVv'0""*)
3. the length £ should be within allowed tolerances from the nominal value

If the initial number of bends 6 exceeds the maximum allocated number the refinement phase ter
minates. If, on the other hand, n = N^bound^ - b > 4, then the expansion algorithm is applied.
Since only Manhattan expansion is allowed, the polytope of each net is horizontally sliced in corre
spondence of each vertex as shown in Figure 10 (b). Two additional slices are added at a standard

distance from source and target, corresponding to the minimum distance between bends. Between

each pair of horizontal cuts a rectangle is built of width equal to the minimum polytope diameter
between the cuts. Call R the set of all the rectangles non-adjacent to source and target obtained
in this fashion. Since it is preferable to expand interconnect as uniformly as possible in order to

keep it at the center of the polytope, the maximum possible number of rectangles r is selected for

expansion, where r = [^J. This ensures that the minimum possible horizontal expansion is per
formed, thus maintaining the distance between interconnect and polytope boundary highest. The
interconnect can be expanded in two opposite directions in two adjacent rectangles to maximize the

length increase A£, or in two equal direction to minimize the number of bends.

Hence, there exist a large number of combinations of choices of expansion rectangles to obtain
the desired expansion. The problem can be formulated as follows:

Find R, a subset of R, such that the total expansion A£ is maximized

subject to the constraint on number of bends.

This problem can be solved using exhaustive enumeration techniques or linear programming. Due
to the low number of vertices per polytope, in Coral the former solution has been adopted.

An expansion step e = mijl^ej/K is selected, where A" is a constant proportional to the worst-case
number of expansion steps of the algorithm. For each net j the set of all expansion rectangles Tlj is
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refinement(layout) {
set_initial.expansion.step;

set.initial.expansion.direction;

set_constrained_nets;

until (all constraints met OR infeasibility) {
compute.polytope.boundary;
identify.expansion.rectangles;
if (max.expansion < required.expansion) exit;
expand.segments;

update.polytopes;

if (check.feasibility == N0T_0K) exit;
update.constrained.nets;
update.expansion.step;

Figure 11: Refinement algorithm in Coral .

calculated and each net is expanded by e. The expansion is continued until either a net j reaches

its nominal length Lj or a the location of a polytope vertex changes. If the first event occurs, net j
is dropped from C, e is recalculated and the expansion continues. If, on the other hand the second

event occurs, Rj is recomputed for all nets in C and the expansion proceeds. If a wire crosses the
polytope associated with its net, then the algorithm exits.

The refinement algorithm is summarized in Figure 11. If the algorithm exits with infeasibility, the
partially expanded layout is analyzed for performance violations, a new set of weights is generated
and the routing is repeated.

Performance Verification and Weight Modification

The verification step is the last phase of the routing scheme. Deviations from the nominal value of
performance are computed using the linearized performance model of Equation (2) and estimations
of layout parasitics from the models of section 2. The effects of vias, FETs and other transmission

lines are represented in terms of analytical correction factors of the nominal value of the characteristic

impedance of the microstrip. Capacitive/inductive coupling between microstrips are represented in
a similar way, where the effects of all relevant structures are accounted for by means of correction
factors. Microstrip discontinuities are represented based on the equivalent two-port model proposed
for example by [20]. Special discontinuities can be ignored if known design procedures are adopted
[14, page 259].

After all relevant parasitic components are identified and quantified, Equations (2) are used
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Parasitic || parameter | type of model | generation time (sec)

single models
substrate cap. Ci 1st ord. polynomial 414.8

cross-over cap. Cj2 2nd ord. polynomial 6281.7

parallel line cap. C\2 2nd ord. polynomial 1888.3

char, impedance Z\o logarithmic -

bend C,L\,L2 lumped passive -

via hole Li 1st ord. polynomial 2401.0 (HP9000/750)

correction factors

adjacent line ACi 2nd ord. polynomial 3040.9

adjacent pad/spiral AZW 2nd ord. polynomial 2543.7

adjacent via &ZW 2nd ord. polynomial 36 hre (HP9000/750)

Table 1: Analytical model for a number of parasitic effects encountered in the circuits.

14

to verify that all performances be within specifications. If a performance specification has not

been satisfied, at least one parasitic constraint violation must exist. All parasitics responsible for

the violation can be easily identified, thus the set of weights associated with these parasitics can

be modified so as to insure that a new routing attempt with a modified cost function will reach

a satisfactory solution. A possible weight modification scheme could be to decrease the weights

associated with parasitics within constraints while increasing those of parasitics found to be violating

constraints. However this strategy might cause indefinite weight oscillation, thus severely degrading

the convergence properties of the algorithm.
An alternative is to allow only an increase in the value of the weights. In addition, only weights

associated with violations should be modified. In our approach, weights are increased by an amount
Awj, inversely proportional to the entity of the violation that the corresponding parasitics induced
[19]

I-** — / sjur sjuy- \
Awj =

m0

5 Results

2Eif ^AWi(f)- - AWi(f)- &Wi(f)+ - AWi(f)+ J

where mo is a normalization factor so that the maximum of the increased weights is one and all

the others are within zero and one.

The routing methodology described in this paper has been applied to a number of benchmark

circuits. In this section two examples are discussed in detail. First, a number of analytical models

for MMIC microstrip lines has been computed for the GaAs technology on which the chips were

designed. Table 1 shows a summary of the models, along with the CPU time required for their

generation on a DECstation 5000/240. Consider first the traveling wave amplifier (TWA) shown in
Figure 12. The specifications are listed in Table 2. The calculation of sensitivities using Senscalc-
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Figure 12: Schematic of "TWA".

MW and of all critical parasitics using Parcar required 31 seconds and 351 seconds respectively

on a DECstation 5000/240. The obtained bounds were used by Coral to route the circuit in

53 seconds on a DECstation 5000/240. The resulting layout is in Figure 13 and the performance

Figure 13: Final layout of "TWA".

evaluation is in Table 4. All performance specifications were met.

Next, consider the three-stage amplifier shown in Figure 14. The specifications are illustrated in

Figure 14: Schematic of "pcn38"
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freq. range (GHz) 0-1.5 1.5-18.0 18.0-26.0

|52i l(dB) >3

<7

>3

<5

>-10

<-7

Table 2: Performance specifications for "TWA".

freq. range (GHz) 25-30 30-35 35-40 40-43

|Sn|(dB) >-21

<-12

>-21

<-15

>-21

<-15

> -25

<-16

|522| (dB) >-15

<-8

>-15

<-8

>-15

<-8

>-15

<-8

152,1 (dB) > 22

<30

> 22

< 25

> 22

< 25

> 22

< 25

Table 3: Performance specifications for "pcn38".

[~freq- range (GHz) || 1.5 | 18.0 | 267)""]
|52i|(dB) || 6.26 | 4.30 | -8.21

Table 4: Estimated performance of circuit "TWA" after layout completion.

freq. range (GHz) 25-30 30-35 35-40 40-43

|5„|(dB)
|522| (dB)
|521|(dB)

-15.15

-8.78

22.54

-20.03

-11.43

23.21

-15.54

-13.41

23.57

-20.12

-8.76

22.53

Table 5: Estimated performance of circuit "pcn38" after layout completion.
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Table 3. All relevant parasitic constraints were generated in a total CPU time of 2454 sec on

a DECstation 5000/240. The computed bounds have then been used by Coral to route the
pre-placed circuit, the resulting layout is shown in Figure 15 and the extracted deviations from

nominal performance are listed in Table 5. The CPU time for the routing phase was 348 sec on a

DECstation 5000/240. As expected, all performance specifications were met. Figure 16 shows the

simulation results of \S'u\, \S-22\ and |5'-2i| respectively.

6 Conclusions

A novel technique for the routing of RF and microwave circuits has been proposed. First, sensitivities

of performance with respect to all parasitics in the circuit are computed. Using sensitivities and

constrained optimization a set of bounds on all critical parasitics in the circuit is generated. These

bounds are then directly used by the router, which consists of two phases. During the first phase

connectivity is implemented along with a sub-set of parasitic bounds. A cost function drives this

routing step where violations to the bounds are weighted differently according to their criticality.

During the second phase a refinement is performed on all nets simultaneously so as to enforce all

remaining constraints. A final verification is performed on the layout to insure that all performance
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-10

-20

-30

I /dB

*{ ,„\ 1?'-; jlilb$§

Figure 15: Final layout of "pcn38".
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Figure 16: Performance of "pcn38".

specifications be met. In case one or more violations are detected the weighting of violations in the

cost is modified based on the severity of the violations and a new routing is performed. The cycle

concludes when all violations have been eliminated or when the maximum number of iterations is

reached.
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Appendix A: Closed Form Expressions for Microstrip Lines

For a uniform, isotropic, non-magnetic substrate with permittivity cr, the characteristic impedance of the
microstrip line of Figure 2, the characteristic impedance Z0 is computed as follows [21, 22]

*• =sf^^i* +ft) • x^1

where »/ = 120ir. ere and ^ are computed as follows

* — c,+l . fr-1/1 . mh\-l
4.6y/w/h

* = f + &(l + '»4?£). ">/h>l/2*
* = f+ &(! + '»?). v/h<l/2*

where * is the conductor thickness. The loss a is the sum of conductor loss ac and dielectric loss a«f, with

ac =l.3M^fl=g$£ d5/m , «,/A <1
ac =6.1 x10-*A*^{we/h +JZ[h3)9) dB/m , w/h>\,

where the surface resistance Rs is the DC conductor resistance at frequencies for which the penetration depth
is comparable or greater than the thickness of the conductor [23, Chp.4.4]. This has always been the case in
our MMIC benchmarks. Otherwise the formula Rs = y/irffi0p should be used. A is computed as follows.

>i = i + £U + iHr). v/h>\/2*,
^ = l + £(l + iHr). w/h<\/2ir.

The dielectric loss a<f is computed as

nn 0 Cr Cre - 1 tan6
ctd = 27.3 —-=—r— dB/m ,

Cr — 1 y/trt ^0

where tan6 is the loss tangent of the dielectric and Ao is the wavelength of the signal.
These modelscan be extended to higher frequencies by replacing the effective permittivity ere by its frequency-
dependent value

€r C|>g
Cre(/) = Cr ~

1+ G(///p)2'
where

f — °
p 2f*oh

An G is a material dependent linear function of Z0.

For the coupled lines shown in Figure 3 the even and odd capacitances of Section 2 are estimated as follows
[10]

Ct —Cp + Cj + Cj , C0 = Cp + Cj + Cga + Cgd ,

where for 0.2 < w/h < 2, 0.05 <s/h<2 and cr > 1

Cp =e0€r-, 2Cj =7£-Cp,
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[10] gives empirical expressions for Cj, Cga and Cgd.
Simpler analytical models can be found by using the solution of Laplace's equation in two dimensions to fit a
simple function in the widths w\, w2 of the conductors and their spacing s [15]. Hence, substrate capacitance
Coi , t = 1,2 and coupling capacitance C\2 are computed as follows

Co,- = *0 + *i i»i , »= 1,2 , Ci2 = V{l/s) + V(l/(s + wi)) + V{l/(s + w2)) ,

where V is a polynomial of second order and has been reported in [15]. The models account for the parallel
plate and fringing component of the capacitance. Sincesome of the field is diverted from ground to the other
plate, the substrate capacitances Co. , i = 1,2 need be corrected by the terms

Cic = V{l/{s + so))+ V{\f{s + s0 + w2)) , C2c = V{l/(s + so))+ V(l/(s + s0+ Wl)) ,

where sq is a constant and V corresponds to the usual polynomial. These formulae have been used to obtain
relatively accurate estimates of parasitic capacitances in Coral .

Appendix B: Microstrip Line Discontinuities

The discrete component realization of circuits depicted in Figure 4 are computed as follows [10].

(a)
5

Cn — w p.rnCl 5»fl3fi Y^ k'.lnnf
h

C0 =wfi*p(2.2036]T KJogij)*-1) pF ,

where the coefficients K€ are a monotonic function of cr. The stripline augmentation L is approximated by
the expression c^a_^o tcbeing the wave velocity in empty space.

(b) Lq is generally computed with ad hoc simulations of the via used in the layout. In our implementation
results from simulations performed with the package HFSS [24] have been used.

(c)
C, = i» <'4'-+"-'W*ff-«>'.+"'), w/h<lpF,

y/w/h

Co = w [(9.5 cr + 1.25)ti>//» - (5.2 cr+ 7.0)] pF ,
Li = 100 h [Ay/w]h-±.2\] nH .

Appendix C: 3-D Discontinuities

Consider a microstrip line of width w in presence of a via structure located at a distance s and size w2. The
analytical model for the deviation AZ0 from the nominal characteristic impedance Z0 is

AZ0 = — + -4 + —L- +
S S2 8+ U>2 (s + W2)2

The coefficients are obtained by fitting the model to the data from numerical simulations obtained though
the package HFSS on a large number of geometries.

Models based on the same formula have been obtained for pairs of a transmission line and spiral inter
connection and short circuit trough a via of the same type.
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